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Iterative design for active control of ﬂuid ﬂow
S. M. VERES{{*, L. BARAMOV{, O. R. TUTTY{ and E. ROGERS{
This paper considers iterative controller design for planar Poiseuille ﬂow by model unfalsiﬁcation and controller redesign.
The main contribution is to show that model-unfalsiﬁcation-based iterative design can be useful in ﬂow control problems.
The a priori knowledge ofthe dynamics ofthe sampled system is obtained f rom the analytic approximation ofthe
Navier–Stokes equations by a Galerkin method. Pole-positions, expected model orders and feasible dynamic variations
are valuable prior knowledge which can be taken into account in the uncertainty-model unfalsiﬁcation-based iterative
design scheme developed.
1. Introduction
Active ﬂow control is ofincreasing importance in the
aerospace industry among others. One example is
attempts to reduce the drag on wings by delaying the
transition from laminar to turbulant ﬂow using surface
suction (Baramov et al. 2000, Tutty et al. 2000). Since a
laminar boundary layer has signiﬁcantly lower drag
than a turbulent one, the application ofa judicious
amount ofsuction on wings, nacelles or ﬁns has the
potential to reduce the fuel consumption, and therefore
operating costs, ofcivil aircraf t. The associated control
problem can be highly complex, due to the complex
dynamics ofthe ﬂow, which can be ofhigh-order, can
be strongly non-linear and can also vary with ambient
conditions.
A simpler problem, which still has very complex
dynamics, is the control ofPoiseuille ﬂow. Poiseuille
ﬂow is the laminar ﬂow ofan incompressible ﬂuid
between two parallel ﬂat plates. The basic steady ﬂow
has a particularly simple form, with a parabolic velocity
proﬁle and a constant pressure gradient in the stream-
wise direction. The major parameter that classiﬁes ﬂuid
ﬂows is the Reynolds number, Re, which is the ratio of
the magnitudes ofthe inertial and viscous (f rictional)
forces in the ﬂow. In this case Re ¼ U0h= , where U0
is the peak velocity in the the centre ofthe channel, h is
halfthe width ofthe channel and   is the kinematic
viscosity ofthe ﬂuid. Above a particular Reynolds num-
ber, Poiseuille ﬂow is known to be unstable, i.e. small
perturbations introduced into the ﬂow will grow in size.
Ifit is assumed that the disturbance is small enough so
that the governing equations ofthe ﬂow, the Navier–
Stokes equations, can be linearized, and the disturb-
ances are expressed as Fourier modes. In which case
then there is a critical Reynolds number Rec ¼ 5772,
and for Re > Rec, there is a single pair ofunstable
modes. These modes are two-dimensional and complex
conjugates.
This system, Poiseuille ﬂow with a two-dimensional
disturbance, has known hydrodynamic stability charac-
teristics, but can still exhibit very complex behaviour.
Active control ofthe system is a challenging but f easible
problem, and it provides a highly suitable test problem
for ﬂuid ﬂow control algorithms. Dynamics and control
ofPoiseille ﬂow has been studied in Orsza´ g and Patera
(1983), Hu and Bain (1994), Joshi et al. (1997) and
Bewley and Liu (1998) based on analytic approximation
to the complex solutions ofthe Navier–Stokes equa-
tions. In Joshi et al. (1997) the partial diﬀerential equa-
tions with controlled boundary conditions were
approximated by a Galerkin method with Fourier and
Chebyshev decomposition ofthe ﬂow-ﬁeld (Joshi et al.
1997, 1999). The boundary conditions were given by
specially distributed blowing and suction actuators so
that the unstable wave-number was made controllable.
The result was a ﬁnite dimensional ordinary diﬀerential
equation which was used as the basis for controller
design. A stabilizing integral controller (Joshi et al.
1997) and later an optimal LQG controller (Joshi et al.
1999) were tried. Cortelezzi et al. (1998) extends this
LQG approach to the multi-wavenumber case. Both
distributed sensing and actuations were assumed.
Using the FFT and inverse-FFT blocks, the measure-
ment and actuation was decomposed into its Fourier
components in the streamwise direction. Then an LQG
optimal controller was designed for each wavenumber
separately. Although each wavenumber model was
reduced prior to the LQG design, the overall controller
order is very large. This, together with the necessity of
spatially distributed actuation and sensing makes this
approach very expensive in terms ofhardware require-
ments. This approach was further enhanced by the
investigation ofusing Hankel-norm approximations of
a high order approximate model to compute an H1
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Southampton, Highﬁeld, SO17 1BJ, UK.controller (Baramov et al. 2000). The main achievement
was robust stabilization ofthe ﬂow dynamics consid-
ered. The unresolved problem was tuning to changing
parameters ofthe physical process, such as the Reynolds
number, temperature, surface roughness, etc. It is diﬃ-
cult to make the same digital controller robust under all
possible operating conditions. It is likely that some form
ofstable adaptation will be necessary in practical imple-
mentations.
An interesting approach is given in Balogh et al.
(1999) where the blowing/suction is in the tangential
direction. They obtained a solution which guarantees
global stability ofthe original inﬁnite-dimensional
and non-linear model, but only for low Reynolds
numbers.
The contribution ofthis paper is the application of
the newly developed iterative unfalsiﬁcation and control
methods (Veres 1999, 2001, Xia 1999, Veres and Wall
2000) to ﬂow control with the exploitation ofthe special
features of ﬂow dynamics. These results are relevant for
progress in ﬂow control for the following reasons:
1. The iterative self-tuner is based on measured
input–output data to ﬁnd a controller that
works best on the ﬂow. This largely eliminates
the problem ofinsuﬃciently accurate numerical
modelling ofthe actual physical ﬂow which can
be detrimental to robust control design.
2. While empirical modelling is used, a priori physi-
cal knowledge can easily be incorporated.
Minimal use can, however, be made of a priori
physical knowledge to avoid inaccurate numerical
models. The empirical models used for control
will automatically reﬂect the control-relevant
dynamics ofthe ﬂow.
3. Most importantly, the approach taken is very
powerful: the iterative unfalsiﬁcation (see related
work in Smith and Doyle 1992, Kosut 1996, 1997,
Sokolov 1996, Brozenec and Safonov 1997,
Safonov and Tsao 1997) and control scheme con-
verges to nearly the best controller that can be
found for a given set of optional controller struc-
tures. This feature is signiﬁcant and is the main
reason for using the method to control ﬂow. The
approach is actually able to automatically switch
between controller structures in on-line opera-
tion. Convergence arbitrarily near to a best con-
troller is non-speculative: it is based in rigorous
mathematical results published elsewhere (Veres
1999, Veres and Wall 2000). The current paper
shows how this approach can be translated into
the domain ofﬂow control.
4. The proposed approach to iterative unfalsiﬁca-
tion and control is relatively new and breaks
away from traditions of uncertainty model iden-
tiﬁcation where worst-case modelling is the main
objective. Robust control based open-loop uncer-
tainty-model-based methods are less likely to ﬁnd
high performance controllers than closed-loop
iterative schemes such as the one advocated here
(Skelton 1989, Liu and Skelton 1990, Van den
Hof et al. 1996). The eﬀectiveness ofthe present
iterative method has been proved in principle
(Veres and Wall 2000) and its application to
(very much) non-trivial relatively new applica-
tions areas such as ﬂow control is an important
step in its onward devleopment.
Instead ofworst-case control, the iterative approach
taken would be better termed ‘best case control under
worst case uncertainties ofmodels’. The almost ‘dog-
matic’ approach ofworst-case modelling based control-
ler design (Kacewicz and Milanese 1992, Van den Hof
et al. 1996, Wall and Veres 1997) is actually developed
further in this approach: the space of uncertainty models
provides a complete exploration ofuncertainty models.
When the aim is control, then the fastest convergence is
achieved by a best-case selection ofa controller. Most of
the literature identiﬁes excessively conservative models
for control, as is in the worst-case identiﬁcation for con-
trol, resulting in slower convergence and wasted com-
puting eﬀort .
Hence the paper is not about control design based on
a worst-case model identiﬁed for the ﬂow dynamics
from measurements. It is about application of a new
minimax ‘best worst-case (BWC) iterative method’ to
ﬂow control. The method is based on rigorous conver-
gence results (Veres 1999, Veres and Wall 2000). The
contribution here lies in the speciﬁc techniques used to
deal with the ﬂow control problem within the new itera-
tive control design method. This application demon-
strates the power ofthe best worst-case iterative
approach.
The next section describes the ﬂow-control problem
addressed. The analytic and numerical results ofthis
section are not new, but are important for proper for-
mulation ofthe a priori model-sets for the iterative
design developed and illustrated in the rest ofthe
paper. The relevant signal constraints for ﬂow control
are also accounted for in this section. Section 3 intro-
duces the unfalsiﬁed uncertainty models that are suitable
for ﬂow control and }4 presents the methodology of
BWC iterative unfalsiﬁcation and control, which ﬁnds
the relevant part ofﬂow dynamics suitable f or robust
control design. New robust controllers are also devel-
oped which are speciﬁcally suitable for the ﬂow control
problem. Finally, the last section illustrates how the
iterative tuning method works on a realistic simulation
ofthe ﬂow.
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the previous boundary conditions transform into
X Mþ4
m¼0
anmðtÞ Gmð 1ÞGmð1Þ
d
iGm
dyi
       
y¼ 1
d
iGm
dyi
       
y¼1
"#
¼ 0
n ¼  N;...;N ð12Þ
which deﬁnes a rank 4 linear dependency ofmatrix
anmðtÞ. To ensure that in (8) all approximations have
the same length ofChebyshev expansion, the approxi-
mation
@
iF
@yi  
X N
n¼ N
X Mþi
m¼0
anmPnðxÞ
d
iGðyÞ
dyi ; i ¼ 0;...;4 ð13Þ
is made. The disturbances will also be approximated as
wxðx;y;tÞ 
X N
 N
X M
m¼0
dxnmðtÞPnðxÞGmðyÞ
wxðx;y;tÞ 
X N
 N
X M
m¼0
dynmðtÞPnðxÞGmðyÞ
9
> > > > > =
> > > > > ;
ð14Þ
After substitution of the ﬁnite approximations into (8)
one can multiply by, and take inner products with, PnðxÞ
and GmðyÞ for all n ¼  N;...;N and m ¼ 0;...;M.
This ﬁnally results in a system ofODEs f or anmðtÞ,
n ¼  N;...;N, m ¼ 0;...;M, that can be summarized
in the form
_ x xn ¼ Anxn þ Bqnq þ Bdn_ q q þ Gndn
xn ¼ an0     anM ½ 
T
dn ¼
dxn0     dxnM
dyn0     dynM
"# T
n ¼  N;...;N
9
> > > > > > > > > =
> > > > > > > > > ;
ð15Þ
The gðtÞ zðtÞ can be similarly approximated and written
in the form
z ¼
X n¼N
n¼ N
Cnxn þ Dg ð16Þ
All vectors and matrices above are complex, the system
ofequations has to be converted into real f orms to be
used in control. This can be done without much diﬃ-
culty, as in Baramov et al. (2000). To make the problem
more realistic, the pump dynamics also can be cascaded
with the input–output state-space model obtained so far.
The high-order state-space model obtained this way
will be used in the simulations ofthe iterative controller
tuning scheme. As in Joshi et al. (1999) the ﬂow par-
ameter used will be Re ¼ 10
4 and L ¼ 4 . This value of
Re is well above the critical value, and the system is
therefore unstable in the absence of any controlling
mechanism. We will not, however, assume deﬁnite
knowledge ofthese parameters in the iterative pro-
cedure.
The actuator characteristic function dl=dx will be
selected as a smoothed rectangular pulse as shown in
ﬁgure 2. This actuator will excite the dynamics ofall
wave-numbers which means that a higher order of
approximation N will be needed for realistic simulation.
This particular pulse was chosen as it models suction
with essentially uniform velocity, of the type commonly
used in aerospace applications (see, e.g. Tutty et al.
2000).
3. Empirical uncertain models
It is assumed that the dynamics ofthe ﬂow to be
controlled is approximately linear. Due to allowance
made to unmodelled dynamics in the design method to
be presented, ‘small’ non-linearities are allowed. The
problem for strongly non-linear ﬂow dynamics therefore
needs future investigation, for which the results given
here may prove useful.
Assumption 1: The actuator (pump) to shear sensor
dynamics is approximately linear in the sense that there
is a ﬁnite model order n < n  such that
zt ¼
b0ðqÞ
a0ðqÞ
gt þ  bðgtÞþet; t > 1 ð17Þ
where n
  is an a priori known upper bound of the model
order and  b is a bounded operator with unknown bound
 b so that
kbk  b ð18Þ
e is a bounded signal with an unknown bound   such that
kek1   ".
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Figure 2. The derivative dl=dx proportional to the blowing/
suction velocity input.The notation
aðq; Þ¼1 þ a1q
 1 þ   anq
 n
bðq; Þ¼b1 þ b2q
 1 þ   bmq
 m
a0ðqÞ¼aðq;  0Þ; b0ðqÞ¼bðq;  0Þ
  ¼ð a1;...;an;b1;b2;...;bmÞ
T
9
> > > > > > =
> > > > > > ;
ð19Þ
is used. k:k denotes ‘1-induced norm for operators and
‘1 norm for signals (i.e. absolute value supremum over
all values in the signal). Note that  b can be any inﬁnite
dimensional or non-linear operator which is bounded.
Thus for an operator p; kpk¼supx2‘1 kpxk1=kxk1.
Multiplying both sides of(17) by a0ðqÞ gives that
a0ðqÞzt ¼ b0ðqÞgt þ  b0ðgtÞþe
0
t; t > 1 ð20Þ
where
 b0ðgtÞ¼
def a0ðqÞ bðgtÞ; e
0
t ¼
def a0ðqÞet ð21Þ
The a priori unknown bounds for the norms k b0ðgtÞk
and ke
0
tk1 will be denoted by   and  , respectively.
The above assumption does not ensure that the ﬂow
dynamics is stabilizable or controllable with a low-order
controller under the associated unmodelled dynamics.
For instance, ifthe smallest f easible   and  b are too
big to allow for robust stabilization, then there may be
no linear feedback controller below a certain order that
can guarantee a stable system. It will therefore be
necessary to assume, separately, that a stabilizing linear
controller exists for the plant for the range of controller
structures we are allowed to use. The satisfaction of the
following assumption would have to be thoroughly
tested under all possible operating conditions.
Assumption 2: There is a stabilizing linear controller
of the form
 ðqÞð1   q
 1Þgt ¼  ðqÞrt    ðqÞzt ð22Þ
so that with a valid description ð17Þ of the ﬂow dynamics,
the closed-loop system deﬁned by ð17Þ–ð22Þ is stable.
This controller structure is displayed in the block
diagram in ﬁgure 6. The measure ofrobust perf ormance
and other aspects will be discussed in }4.2. Note that the
lack of a priori knowledge on   and   will not prevent us
from ﬁnding suitable controllers by iterations.
An extended parameter vector   ¼½  
T; ;  
T will be
used to characterize the model with uncertainty in (17).
Assume now that some a priori input–output bounds G
and Z are known which are not normally exceeded by
the pump input and shear-sensor output.
The following deﬁnitions state what is meant by the
correctness ofan extended parameter vector to describe
approximately linear ﬂow dynamics.
Deﬁnition 1: An extended parameter vector   ¼
½ T; ;  
T is called valid for a ﬂow dynamics P, ifthere
is an operator  b with k bk   that for any bounded
input sequence fgtg; kgk1   G; applied to the ﬂow P
with zero initial conditions gt ¼ 0;t < 0, the error se-
quence
et ¼ aðq; Þzt    bðgtÞ bðq; Þgt ð23Þ
is norm bounded by
kek1     ð24Þ
Ifan   is not valid for a ﬂow dynamics, it is called invalid
for that ﬂow.
Hence, validity ofan extended parameter vector  
for a ﬂow dynamics is deﬁned with regard to some
known input bound G.
4. Unfalsiﬁed uncertain models
The concept ofa valid model represented by an   is
an idealization and we cannot experimentally test
whether   is valid for a ﬂow. Experiments, however,
can identify certain   extended parameter vectors that
cannot be valid and this is the information we have to
use to our best advantage.
Deﬁnition 2: An extended parameter vector   ¼
½ T; ;  
T is unfalsiﬁed by the ﬂow input–output data
gt; zt; jgtj G;1   t   T, gt ¼ 0;t < 0, ifthere is a
bounded operator  b with k bk   such that
j aðq; Þzt    bðgtÞ bðq; Þgt j   ð25Þ
Ifthere is no bounded operator  b with k bk   such
that (25) is satisﬁed, then it will be said that the data
zt; gt; jgtj G,1   t   T, gt ¼ 0;t < 0, falsiﬁes the
extended parameter vector   ¼½  
T; ;  
T.
The set ofunf alsiﬁed parameters will be denoted by
UT and the set off alsiﬁed parameters by FT. Clearly
there is a close relationship between unfalsiﬁcation and
validity ofan  .I fa n  is valid then it is always unfalsi-
ﬁed by measurements. On the other hand an   might be
unfalsiﬁed by a ﬁnite measurement sequence gt; zt,
t ¼ 1;2;...;T and yet it can be invalid for the ﬂow.
Even ifone hypothetically assumes that an   is unfalsi-
ﬁed by an inﬁnite sequence ofdata gt, zt, t ¼ 1;2;...,
one could not assert that   is valid for the ﬂow. For
instance, the input sequence may have had a regularity
that was not able to excite some part ofthe dynamics of
the ﬂow. Then by applying a diﬀerent input sequence,
the formerly unfalsiﬁed   may be falsiﬁed.
The set ofunf alsiﬁed parameter vectors can only
approximate the set ofvalid parameter vectors.
Moreover, the set ofvalid parameter vectors is an ideal-
ization, the existence ofwhich is based totally on our a
priori knowledge ofthe physical plant.
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input for which the set of unfalsiﬁed parameter vectors
UT approximates well the set ofvalid parameter vectors
V.
4.1. Initialization of unfalsiﬁed sets for ﬂow control
This section illustrates easy incorporation of a priori
information on ﬂow dynamics. A priori knowledge on
ﬂow dynamics can be introduced through suitable initi-
alization ofthe unf alsiﬁed parameter sets in each model
structure. Numerical analysis for varying Reynolds
numbers between Re ¼ 6000 and Re ¼ 16000 showed
that the unstable poles were always within a rectangular
region P ¼½ 0;0:03  ½   0:4i;0:4i  in the complex plane.
Also, analysis has shown that there is precisely one pair
ofunstable poles. Hence model structures with AR
operator a0ðqÞ oforder 2 were assumed with varying
orders ofrelatively long FIR models bðq; Þ. The coeﬃ-
cients of a0ðqÞ¼1 þ a1q
 1 þ a2q
 2 were limited to the
region illustrated in ﬁgure 3, which is an enlarged set of
the region obtained for poles occurring for ﬂow
dynamics between Reynolds numbers 6000 and 16000.
Enlargement was produced by accounting for an error
of0 :05 in each coeﬃcient. Variations ofthe coeﬃcients
ofthe FIR model are superimposed in ﬁgure 4. To
deﬁne an initial unfalsiﬁed set, these conservative
lower and upper bounds were used as shown in ﬁgure
5. This conservative choice can be reﬁned in future
retuning as the range ofthe unf alsiﬁed parameter set
can be monitored, and the initialization ofthe unf alsi-
ﬁed sets can be reset smaller. As one does not expect
very good approximation ofthe real ﬂow by an analytic
model, these conservative initial unfalsiﬁed sets are
essential.
The set ofmodel structures contained ðn;mÞ¼ð 2;8Þ
and ðn;mÞ¼ð 2;10Þ in accordance with the well-damped
step response ofthe dynamics observed af ter the
unstable poles were extracted, as shown in ﬁgure 4.
It is impossible to tell a priori what the smallest model
order for control is. What we can say is that simulations/
1380 S. M. Veres et al.
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Figure 3. Conservative initial set for the coeﬃcients a1;a2 to
account for varying Reynolds numbers between
Re ¼ 6000 and Re ¼ 16000 and unmodelled dynamics
due to approximate models.
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Figure 5. Conservative bounds for sequences of FIR coeﬃ-
cients b1;b2;...;b30 to account for varying Reynolds
numbers and unmodelled dynamics.where varying model orders m ¼ 8;10;14 were used.
The a priori set for the parameter vector
½b1;b2;...;bm;a1;a2  was set as a box with edge sizes
in accordance with reliable a priori assessment.
The initialization also included testing ofthe ﬂow-
dynamics with a PRBS input as shown in ﬁgure 13.
Subsequently, the iterations ofunf alsiﬁcation, optimiza-
tion ofthe robust controller and its application were
performed in a sequence of simulation experiments.
The control objective ofthese experiments was slightly
unusual, instead ofdamping the disturbance completely,
as for example in Orsza ´ g and Patera (1983), Hu and Bau
(1994), Joshi et al. (1997) and Bewley and Liu (1998), the
shear stress was set to a constant pre-speciﬁed value.
Physically, this represents the addition ofa steady com-
ponent to the ﬂow, i.e. a small change in the Reynolds
number ofthe ﬂow. For constrained optimization,
sequential quadratic programming (SQP) was used
(CONSTR from the Optimization Toolbox of
MATLAB
TM). In the ﬁrst experiment the closed-loop
response is shown in ﬁgure 14. The measurements
from this experiments are used to reﬁne the controller
for the second experiment which is shown in ﬁgure 15.
The third experiment in ﬁgure 16 does not show
improvement as the controller was not needed to be
updated according to (33). Although not shown here,
a long sequence of100 experiments was perf ormed to
test controller reliability. During this testing sequence,
1384 S. M. Veres et al.
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Figure 13. Open loop initial testing ofthe ﬂow dynamics
with a PRBS signal.updating ofthe controller was occasionally required.
Although tuning ofthe controller was reﬁned, no
instability occurred. The maintenance ofstability was
helped by joining together of the information from the
previous experiments, giving the most robust new con-
troller based on an uncertainty model consistent with all
i/o data.
7. Conclusions
This paper presents results on the application of
unfalsiﬁcation-based iterative controller design to active
ﬂow control. One signiﬁcant feature is fusion of analytic
knowledge and empirical control methods. Another im-
portant feature is convergence to nearly the best con-
troller for a given set of controller structures.
Furthermore, this contribution shows that the itera-
tive techniques developed in Veres (1999, 2001), Xia
(1999) and Veres and Wall (2000) are able to model
the control-relevant dynamics ofPoiseuille ﬂow f or
aerospace and other applications. The conclusion is
that the iterative approach is highly promising for ﬂow
control where only very high order analytic models are
available. The advantage over other methods, such as
model-reduction-based control design, is that there is
less room for modelling errors of closed-loop ﬂow
dynamics by using empirical control-oriented models.
Future research can be directed towards: (i) ﬁnding
suitable signals for open-loop testing of the ﬂow
dynamics, (ii) more eﬀective optimization ofthe per-
formance criterion and simpliﬁed computation of the
feasibility sets for uncertainty models, (iii) extension of
the method to more complex non-linear ﬂow dynamics
and (iv) reduced-complexity versions for on-line control-
ler tuning.
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Figure 15. The second experiment with the controller
obtained from the ﬁrst experiment for model orders
degðaÞ¼2, degðbÞ¼7.
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Figure 16. The third experiment with the controller obtained
from the second experiment unchanged for model
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